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assassins creed revelations for pc version. you cant play assassins creed revelations
because you get this annoying error: unable to run the game. your video card

doesn't support directx11 or video drivers need to be updated or maybe you need a
dx11 capable gpu to play first, your card supports directx11 feature learn here how
to see if supports or not and also to see your video card model to download proper

driver from here to play assassins creed revelations video game for pc / laptop. deus
ex human revolution for pc version. you cant play deus ex human revolution because
you get this annoying error: unable to run the game. your video card doesn't support

directx11 or video drivers need to be updated or maybe you need a dx11 capable
gpu to play first, your card supports directx11 feature learn here how to see if

supports or not and also to see your video card model to download proper driver
from here to play deus ex human revolution video game for pc / laptop. crysis 3 for

pc version. you cant play crysis 3 because you get this annoying error: unable to run
the game. your video card doesn't support directx11 or video drivers need to be
updated or maybe you need a dx11 capable gpu to play first, your card supports

directx11 feature learn here how to see if supports or not and also to see your video
card model to download proper driver from here to play crysis 3 video game for pc /
laptop. grand theft auto iv for pc version. you cant play grand theft auto iv because

you get this annoying error: unable to run the game. your video card doesn't support
directx11 or video drivers need to be updated or maybe you need a dx11 capable

gpu to play first, your card supports directx11 feature learn here how to see if
supports or not and also to see your video card model to download proper driver

from here to play grand theft auto iv video game for pc / laptop.
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update your windows and then your gpu drivers to fix the d3d11-compatible gpu
error. if the problem persists, you might need to download and install the directx end-
user runtime from the internet. after performing these instructions, if the error notice

still appears, your gpu may be older than five years and not be able to support the
graphics required. update your windows and then your gpu drivers to fix the

d3d11-compatible gpu error. if the problem persists, you might need to download
and install the directx end-user runtime from the internet. after performing these

instructions, if the error notice still appears, your gpu may be older than five years
and not be able to support the graphics required. if you have feedback for technet

support, contact tnmffmicrosoft.com. hi mailavishka,for your reference,the following
configuration guides are available to have a check.how to fix error in crysis 3 you
need dx11 capable gpu to play crysis 3)i agree with rick.considering this is a third

party application,it is recommended to ask for help from the third party application
forum.they are more familiar with their products and they may have some good

advices for you.note: this response contains a reference to a third party world wide
web site. microsoft is providing this information as a convenience to you. microsoft

does not control these sites and has not tested any software or information found on
these sites.best regardsplease remember to mark the replies as answers if they help,

and unmark the answers if they provide no help. the newest windows versions
(windows 10 and windows 8) should automatically install the software driver needed

by your graphics card. but even if your os automatically downloads and install a
driver for your gpu, chances are its not the latest version available. your system

might report this error because the gpu doesnt know how to use feature level 10.0
despite having the supporting hardware. 5ec8ef588b
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